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Restore Mobilisation Plan
Restores mobilisation plan is the process for the smooth transition of your 
information into our secure storage facilities. The plan commences upon 
notification of award of contract, and pending completion of any standstill period.

•  Confirmation of contact details 

•  Complete CRF (customer reference form) 

•  Define scope, confirm locations and asset 
volumes

•  Agree exit strategy with incumbent supplier, 
including inventory formats, and transition 
methodology

•  Discuss and agree service continuity process 
during uplift

•  Design and agree uplift and validation reports

•  We understand that business continuity 
during transition is vital, to help mitigate the 
risk of disruption or service delivery delay, 
Restore will process the batch intake as 
quickly as possible (within 24hrs)

•  Our Customer Services Team will also assist 
wherever possible to ensure item traceability 
and service fulfilment

•  Sign off health and safety documentation  
(RAMS if applicable) for incumbent sites 

•  Coordinate with outgoing supplier to ensure 
project parameters are met 

•  Agree transition plan with client, including 
asset batch notification reports 

•  Once batches are prepared for transition, items 
become temporarily unavailable for retrieval 
(typically 24hrs) 

•  Client reports at regular intervals

•  Exception handling follows a pragmatic 
process, typically consists of items received in 
to store duration project transition which were 
not expected from the inventory lists provided

•  Isolation of these items takes place until 
satisfactory resolution has been reached 

•  Final reviews and project closure 

•  Account manager introduction and handover 
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The plan falls into four key stages:



Stage 1 – Planning and Preparation:
The drafting of the project plan includes capturing the sequence and timing of all the 
steps involved in the process to ensure the migration to a new provider is as efficient and 
seamless as possible, with the key actions including:

•  Allocation of Mobilisation Manager and points of contact within Restore and your Records Manager.

•  Define and confirm the scope of work for the mobilisation of transfer.

•  Confirmation of outgoing incumbent and contact personnel within incumbent’s organisation, 
storage locations & volumes of items for transfer, agreement of inventories, and critical data capture.

Stage 2 – Mobilisation:
The industry standard is for the outgoing incumbent to release 250 boxes per day per site.  
These items will be palletised and shrink-wrapped in preparation for transit.

•  Items are individually barcoded and the outgoing incumbent is required to scan each  
individual item out of their Data Management System, and provide manifests per load.

•  Agreed inventories are imported into the Restore Data Management system in readiness  
for receipt and validation.

As each item is received into our facility we allocate a unique Restore barcode reference against the 
item; the previous provider reference is then scanned against this barcode as an ‘alternative code’. 
We are then able to populate the data contained within the inventory reports onto our system 
ensuring that users are able to search and locate their items using all the information they  
previously recorded.
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Stage 3 – Service Delivery Transition:
A key element of the transition of providers is giving you the assurances that your regular 
service will not be disrupted.

To reduce this risk within the business we have implemented a number of processes and controls  
to ensure users within the organisation will not be impacted by a change in provider.

Restore’s barcoding and tracking process allows us to 
track all items received/expected into store. The ‘real time’ 
online portal allows authorised users to identify the 
‘Status’ of items. When retrievals are required during the 
transition in to our storage facility, authorised users would 
place an order using the online ordering portal. The work 
order will be raised identifying the item if the status of ‘IN’ 
is indicated. A Restore operative will retrieve the relevant 
item from the specified location and prepare for delivery. 
It is possible the item will have an item status of 
‘PENDING’, in which case, the authorised user will place 
the retrieval request to the outgoing incumbent. Restore 
will work closely with the Records Manager to ensure 
smooth service during transition.

Typically, items requested for delivery would be temporarily unavailable for approximately 24 hours 
only, from the moment our Restore Driver collects from the customers/outgoing incumbent’s facility.

Stage 4 – Review and Consolidation:
During the transition of large volumes of boxes it is inevitable that we will encounter some 
Discrepancies & Exceptions.

Discrepancies
There are three possible transition outcomes as follows:

 1.  All items on inventory received as listed

 2.  Less than all items on inventory received

3.  More than all items listed on inventory received

Exceptions
Exceptions are defined as boxes, files or other such assets that are received into our facilities under 
the transfer process that are not recognised against the inventory we have been provided. 

Exception items are quarantined into a secure location and we notify your Information Management 
Team. We are able to then undertake a review on your behalf or hold the items until such time that a 
member of your team can attend the site to review the contents. 

Upon written confirmation from outgoing incumbents that they no longer hold any items relating to 
your Account, a full intake report is produced, reviewed, and the project is signed off. The secure 
transfer of all items is now complete and the day-to-day service will commence.
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For more information on how Restore  
can help you, contact us on:

www.restore.co.uk   |   Tel: 03300 376 323

Contact Us
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”

The personal relationships their team 
creates before, during and after the relocation process 
give you a level of trust and belief that your account 
really matters to them. This engagement enables 
honesty from both parties, which in turn gives you 
the best service as an individual customer.

“
I recommend Restore because…

Daniel McDonald, Senior Clerk, Fenwick Elliott LLP


